CHAPTER V

EPILOGUE

A. Conclusion

From this discussion, it is concluded that:

Cyberspace is one of public sphere which accessible for everyone. Inside many form of public sphere has multiplied. The multiplying of public sphere in cyberspace are all of the unlimited reproduction indication of sign and culture symbol. In cyberspace enable to everyone from other side of the word following the discussion, in cyberspace many issue able to discussed all at once, but something that communicated in cyberspace are inclined fast moving. There are three characters of cyberspace, liberty or freedom, equality and fraternity. Cyberspace has promised many experiences and beautiful panorama, inside there is ho the law of space and time, there is no old and there is no the constraint. In side there is no reward and social punishment, and there are no norms. In cyberspace the industry has regulated the social arrangement inside. In cyberspace there is dominant design of industry era, the symbols are the massive effort of cultural, it cause there is encouragement of economy expansion dominantly (capitalism). Capitalism is producing the style and lifestyle. And the design that has controlled by codes, that is phase that has dominated by reproduction hyper-reality. The public sphere in cyberspace to be a stage of advertisement. The advertisement not only emphasize on selling the commodity, but also the method to see the world, and creating the identity.

B. Suggestion

The study of the ethic of Public Sphere for netizen still need further research. This thesis suggests other study such as cultural field to reveal
this topic. And this topic is modern problem and close from our life, so it will be good research if expanded by the other researcher.

C. Closing

All thanks to Allah who has been blessing and guarding the writer to conduct this thesis. It is a great thing that this thesis has been finished by the writer.

Although in this thesis, the researcher has tried to work maximally, yet the author considers that the work is still far from perfectness and also less satisfying. Constructive critiques and comments are always needed by the writer.

At least, the writer hopes that this work will be valuable and beneficial for the writer especially and the others who concern on any other fields relating to this study generally.